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Practicing             self- care  is 

more than maintaining good  hand 
hygiene           and physical  distance... 

There is no doubt that these are 
unprecedented  times,  and  many  of  us 
may be  feeling  quite     overwhelmed. 
Create  purposeful  time  to  focus  on  the 
things  that  bring  you  joy. 
 

▪ Connect!! Staying at home does not mean you need to socially isolate. Ensure 

you keep in regular contact with friends, family, and neighbours. Reach out to 

those who have a calming influence on you. 

▪ Whether it be reading a book or getting out in the garden and pulling weeds, 

make time for activities that make you happy and instil a sense of contentment. 

▪ Routine can be a great way to bring about a sense of control in what can 

otherwise feel like very turbulent times. Creating routine is particularly 

important when working remotely and can help us to focus, enhance 

productivity and compartmentalise our working day from our leisure time. 

Consider a Smiling Mind daily meditation as part of your routine. 

▪ Catch some rays! Getting out in the sunshine or natural light (particularly in the 

morning) can boost psychological wellbeing, help to regulate sleep cycles, and 

provide us with much needed vitamin D. 

▪ Make the time to move your body whether it be a walk around the garden, a 

weights session in the lounge room or a virtual pilates or yoga class - your body 

and your mind will thank you. Exercise and physical movement can be 

particularly helpful to maintain good quality sleep during times of stress. 

▪ Feeling anxious or worried? Practice self-compassion. Think about what advice 

you would give to a friend, and try to keep your inner monologue kind. Reach 

out to friends, family, or colleagues if you need to chat. 
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